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Abstract—Formal specification and runtime detection of contextual properties is one of the primary approaches to enabling context

awareness in pervasive computing environments. Due to the intrinsic dynamism of the pervasive computing environment, dynamic

properties, which delineate concerns of context-aware applications on the temporal evolution of the environment state, are of great

importance. However, detection of dynamic properties is challenging, mainly due to the intrinsic asynchrony among computing entities

in the pervasive computing environment. Moreover, the detection must be conducted at runtime in pervasive computing scenarios,

which makes existing schemes do not work. To address these challenges, we propose the property detection for asynchronous context

(PDAC) framework, which consists of three essential parts: 1) Logical time is employed to model the temporal evolution of environment

state as a lattice. The active surface of the lattice is introduced as the key notion to model the runtime evolution of the environment

state; 2) Specification of dynamic properties is viewed as a formal language defined over the trace of environment state evolution; and

3) The SurfMaint algorithm is proposed to achieve runtime maintenance of the active surface of the lattice, which further enables

runtime detection of dynamic properties. A case study is conducted to demonstrate how the PDAC framework enables context

awareness in asynchronous pervasive computing scenarios. The SurfMaint algorithm is implemented and evaluated over MIPA—the

open-source context-aware middleware we developed. Performance measurements show the accuracy and cost-effectiveness of

SurfMaint, even when faced with dynamic changes in the asynchronous pervasive computing environment.

Index Terms—Dynamic property, context awareness, asynchrony, predicate detection, lattice

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

PERVASIVE computing demands that applications are
capable of operation in highly dynamic environments

without explicit user intervention [14], [31]. Thus, pervasive
applications are typically context aware, to minimize user
intervention [8], [15].

To achieve context awareness, pervasive applications
need to be aware of whether contexts bear specified
properties, thus being able to adapt their behavior accord-
ingly [30], [37], [38], [26], [39]. For example in an elderly
care scenario, the application may specify a property C1: the

elder has been having meals, and then he tries to take medicine,
and send the elder an alarm that the medicine should be
taken before meals, when the property C1 holds.

Among various contextual properties the application
may specify, dynamic properties, which delineate the tempor-
al evolution of the environment state, are of great

importance. This is mainly due to the intrinsic dynamism
of the pervasive computing environment. To cope with this
dynamism, the context-aware application needs to keep a
stretch of environment state evolution in sight, and use
dynamic properties to delineate its concerns about the
evolution. In the example above, the application is not
concerned about specific status of the elder (e.g., “have
meal” or “take medicine”). Rather, it is concerned with the
temporal evolution of the elder’s status that he was first
having meals, and tries to take medicine right after the meal.

However, the specification and detection of dynamic
properties is challenging, mainly due to that the computing
entities in the pervasive computing environment coordi-
nate in an asynchronous way [8], [17], [18], [20], [21], [23],
[32], [40], and that the detection of contextual properties
should be effectively conducted at runtime [18], [20].
Specifically, context collecting devices may not have global
clocks and may run at different speeds. They heavily rely
on wireless communications, which suffer from finite but
arbitrary delay. Moreover, context collecting devices
(usually battery-powered sensors) may postpone the
dissemination of context data due to resource constraints,
which also results in asynchrony.

Most existing schemes for detection of contextual
properties implicitly assume that context collecting devices
share the same notion of time, thus dynamic properties can
be detected easily [19], [38]. But this assumption does not
necessarily hold in asynchronous pervasive environments.
Though a few schemes have been proposed to cope with the
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asynchrony in detection of contextual properties [17], [18],
[20], they mainly discuss detection of static properties,
i.e., properties concerning specific environment state.
Though static properties can capture interesting aspect of
the environment, they inherently lack the notion of relative
temporal order [4], [23]. Such properties cannot delineate
temporal evolution of the environment state.

Moreover, the detection of contextual properties should
be conducted at runtime in pervasive computing scenarios.
Existing schemes are mainly designed for offline checking
(e.g., in debugging of distributed programs [9], [34]) where
all the traces of system evolution can be obtained in
advance. This assumption does not hold in pervasive
computing scenarios, where the observation on environ-
ment state evolution is continuous. This imposes challenges
on both specification and detection of contextual properties.

Discussions above necessitate a systematic scheme for
formal specification and runtime detection of dynamic
properties in asynchronous pervasive environments. Toward
this objective, we propose the property detection for
asynchronous context (PDAC) framework, which consists
of three essential parts:

1. Modeling of the temporal evolution of environment state.
Logical time [10], [24], [28] is employed to capture
the temporal evolution of environment state despite
of asynchrony. Under logical time, all meaningful
environment states compose a lattice [3], [33]. To
support runtime observation of the environment,
one key notion is the active surface of the currently
observed lattice. Environment state evolution is
modeled as sequences of environment states ending
at the active surface.

2. Specification of dynamic properties. Boolean predicates
specified over specific environment states are re-
garded as an alphabet. Dynamic properties are
viewed as words following the regular grammar
over the alphabet. The satisfaction of dynamic
properties is interpreted at runtime over the trace
of environment state evolution induced by the
current active surface.

3. Detection of the specified dynamic property. We propose
the SurfMaint algorithm, which maintains the active
surface at runtime and further enables runtime
detection of dynamic properties without maintain-
ing the whole lattice.

A case study of an elderly care scenario is conducted to
demonstrate how the PDAC framework supports context-
awareness in pervasive computing scenarios. The Surf-
Maint algorithm is implemented and evaluated over
MIPA—the open-source context-aware middleware we
developed [1], [20], [40]. Performance measurements show
that SurfMaint detects dynamic properties accurately and
cost-effectively, even when faced with dynamic changes in
the asynchronous pervasive computing environment.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we briefly outline the PDAC framework. In
Sections 3, 4, and 5, we discuss the three essential parts of
PDAC. In Sections 6 and 7, we present the case study and
performance measurements. In Section 8, we review the
existing work. Section 9 concludes the paper with a brief
summary and the future work.

2 PROPERTY DETECTION FOR ASYNCHRONOUS

CONTEXT

In this section, we first describe the system model. Then we
outline the PDAC framework. Some elements of the
framework have appeared in our previous work [20].
However, previous work only supports the detection of
concurrency properties. In this paper, we complete the
framework by supporting the detection of dynamic proper-
ties. Notations used in the framework are listed in Table 1.

2.1 System Model

The detection of contextual properties assumes the avail-
ability of an underlying context-aware middleware [25],
[38], [40]. The middleware receives contextual properties
from the applications, persistently collects context data
from multiple sources that provide the context required by
the properties, and detects at runtime whether the proper-
ties hold. Specifically, a collection of nonchecker processes
P ð1Þ, P ð2Þ, . . . , P ðnÞ are deployed to monitor specific regions
or aspects of the environment. Examples of nonchecker
processes are software processes manipulating networked
sensors. One checker process Pche is in charge of the detection
of contextual properties. Pche is usually a third-party service
deployed on the middleware.

2.1.1 Asynchronous Message Passing and Logical Time

We model the processes as a loosely coupled message-
passing system, without any global clock or shared
memory. Communications suffer from finite but arbitrary
delay. Dissemination of context data may be postponed due
to resource constraints. We assume that no messages are
lost, altered, or spuriously introduced, and use message
sequence numbers to ensure that Pche receives messages
from each P ðkÞ in the FIFO manner [12], [13], [18], [20].

While monitoring specific aspects of the environment,
each P ðkÞ generates its (potentially infinite) trace of local states
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connected by contextual events: “e
ðkÞ
0 ; s

ðkÞ
0 ; e

ðkÞ
1 ; s

ðkÞ
1 ; . . . .” Con-

textual events may be local, for example, update of context
data, or global, for example, sending/receiving messages.
We re-interpret the notion of time based on Lamport’s
definition of the happen-before relation (denoted by “! ”)
resulting from message causality [24], as well as the coding
of this happen-before relation by the logical vector clock [28].
Detailed definitions of the happen-before relation and the
vector clock can be found in Section 2 of the supplementary
file, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital
Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/
TPDS.2012.259.

2.1.2 Lattice of Consistent Global States (CGSs)

The notion of CGS is essential in our system model.
Specifically, a global state G ¼ ðsð1Þ; sð2Þ; . . . ; sðnÞÞ is defined
as a vector of local states from each P ðkÞ. If the constituent
states of a global state C are pairwise concurrent, C is a
CGS, i.e.,

C ¼
�
sð1Þ; sð2Þ; . . . ; sðnÞ

�
; 8 i; j : i 6¼ j :: :

�
sðiÞ ! sðjÞ

�
:

A CGS denotes a snapshot or meaningful observation of the
asynchronous environment state [3], [33].

It is intuitive to define the precede relation (denoted
by “� ”) between two CGSs: C � C0 if C0 is obtained via
advancing C by exactly one local state on one nonchecker
process:

C � C0 ¼¼def 9 k; such that C0½k� is the first local state after

C½k� on P ðkÞ; 8 l : l 6¼ k :: C½l� ¼ C0½l�:

The lead-to relation (denoted by “e> ”) between two CGSs is
defined as the transitive closure of “� ,” i.e.,

Ce> C0 ¼¼def C � C0; or 9 C1; C2; . . . ; Ck;
C � C1 � � � � � Ck � C0ðk ¼ 1; 2; . . .Þ:

One key notion is that the set of observed CGSs with the
“e>” relation has the lattice structure (denoted by LAT ) [3],
[33]. Fig. 1 shows a currently observed lattice. The dots
denote CGSs and edges depict the “� ” relation. Crosses
“�” denote inconsistent global states.

To model the temporal evolution of the environment
state, we need to keep a stretch of meaningful observations
(i.e., CGSs) in sight. Therefore, we define CGS sequences in
the lattice. A CGS sequence SðCi; CjÞ is a sequence of CGSs
connected by “� ,” i.e.,

SðCi; CjÞ ¼ CiCiþ1 � � � Cj; 8k : i � k � j� 1 :: Ck � Ckþ1:

For example, in Fig. 1, the bold broken line indicates a CGS
sequence starting from C0 and ending at C44.

2.2 Elements of PDAC

Here, we outline the three essential parts of the PDAC
framework. They are discussed in detail in the following
Sections 3, 4, and 5.

2.2.1 Modeling of the Temporal Evolution of

Environment State

While persistently monitoring the environment, the checker
process observes temporal evolution of the environment at
runtime. As discussed in Section 2.1.2, the meaningful
observations (CGSs) of environment state form a lattice.
More importantly, as the environment is continuously
changing, the observed lattice “grows” at runtime, to a
potentially infinite size.

In this continuously growing lattice, we are most
concerned with active CGSs (e.g., black CGSs in the gray
rectangle in Fig. 1) which could have new immediate
successor CGSs in the future. In a geometrical view, active
CGSs are in the surface (e.g., the dotted-line L-shaped
polygon in Fig. 1) of the lattice. We are concerned with active
surface, because all further growth of CGSs stems from it.
Consequently, the continuous changing of the environment,
i.e., the continuous growing of the lattice, can be character-
ized by the updating of the active surface at runtime.

Active-surface-induced CGS sequences, i.e., CGS sequences
that originate from the initial CGS and span to active
surface CGSs, model the ongoing environment state
evolution. They are observed finite prefixes of potentially
infinite environment state evolutions. The bold broken line
in Fig. 1 is one of the active-surface-induced CGS sequences.
Furthermore, the labeling of active-surface-induced CGS
sequences forms the trace of environment state evolution.

2.2.2 Specification of Dynamic Properties

Specification of dynamic properties is defined over the
active-surface-induced CGS sequences defined above. Spe-
cifically, Boolean predicates specified over specific CGSs are
regarded as an alphabet. Dynamic properties are viewed as
words following the regular grammar over the alphabet.

We use regular expressions because they have rich
semantics for context-aware applications to describe their
concerns on the temporal evolution of the environment
state. Applications can specify regular patterns related to
counting that cannot be expressed using temporal logics, for
example, ð0ð0þ 1ÞÞ� saying that every other letter is 0 [35].
Meanwhile, manipulation of regular expressions is rela-
tively more tractable.

To persistently monitor the environment at runtime is to
check whether the currently observed finite prefixes of the
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(potentially infinite) environment state evolution satisfy the
specified dynamic property. Thus, we interpret the
semantics over the observed (finite) active-surface-induced
CGS sequences.

2.2.3 Detection of the Specified Dynamic Property

Based on the modeling and specification above, detection
of dynamic properties is reduced to the online recognition
of regular expressions over the trace of environment
state evolution.

Specifically, the detection is conducted in three steps:
1) the specified regular expression is transformed to the
equivalent deterministic finite automaton (DFA); 2) the
active surface is maintained at runtime; and 3) the trace of
environment state evolution is injected into the DFA at
runtime. When reaching an accepting state in the DFA, the
property is detected.

3 MODELING OF THE TEMPORAL EVOLUTION OF

ENVIRONMENT STATE

In this section, we first define the active surface as well as
the active-surface-induced CGS sequences. Then, we dis-
cuss the trace of environment state evolution.

3.1 Active Surface and Active-Surface-Induced CGS
Sequences

As discussed in Section 2.2.1, to capture runtime evolution

of the environment, we are concerned with the surface

CGSs in the lattice. Informally, surface CGSs are on the

boundary of the currently observed lattice. To formally

define the surface, first note that Pche uses a queue

QueðkÞ(1 � k � n) to store the local states (in FIFO manner)

sent from each P ðkÞ [13], [17], [20]. Let LAT be the currently

observed lattice, Cmax be the maximal CGS, and Gmax be the

maximal global state (not necessarily consistent). For

example, in Fig. 1, the current Queð1Þ ¼ fsð1Þ0 , s
ð1Þ
1 , s

ð1Þ
2 , s

ð1Þ
3 ,

s
ð1Þ
4 , s

ð1Þ
5 g, Queð2Þ ¼ fs

ð2Þ
0 , s

ð2Þ
1 , s

ð2Þ
2 , s

ð2Þ
3 , s

ð2Þ
4 g, Cmax ¼ ðs

ð1Þ
4 , s

ð2Þ
4 Þ,

and Gmax ¼ ðsð1Þ5 ; s
ð2Þ
4 Þ.

Definition 1 (Surface). Given the observed lattice LAT and the
maximal CGS Cmax, the surface of LAT is defined as follows:

SurfðLAT Þ ¼ fCjC 2 LAT; 9k; C½k� ¼ Cmax½k�g:

Refer to the geometric illustration in Fig. 1, SurfðLAT Þ ¼
fC24; C34; C43; C44g.

As the environment evolves, new CGSs will be added
into LAT as successors of surface CGSs. Surface CGSs whose
immediate successors (consistent or inconsistent global
states) are not all discovered could have new immediate
successor CGSs. However, CGSs whose immediate succes-
sors are all discovered could not. For example, in Fig. 1, not
all immediate successors of fC24; C34; C44g are discovered but
all that of C43 are discovered. Thus, fC24; C34; C44g could
have new immediate successor CGSs but C43 could not. We
define the surface CGSs which could have new immediate
successors as active CGSs. All the active CGSs in the surface
form the active surface.

Definition 2 (Active Surface). Given the observed lattice LAT
and the maximal global state Gmax, the active surface is defined
as follows:

ActðLAT Þ ¼ fCjC 2 SurfðLAT Þ; 9k; C½k� ¼ Gmax½k�g;

where

Gmax ¼ ðsð1Þ; sð2Þ; . . . ; sðnÞÞ; 8k; 1 � k � n;
sðkÞ is the latest local state in QueðkÞ:

The intuition behind this definition is that, active surface
CGSs reach the maximal local state on at least one dimension.
This means that in at least one dimension, the successor
CGS is yet to come in the future. We are concerned with the
active surface, because LAT grows from it. Formally,

Theorem 3. Given the observed lattice LAT , when a local state
s
ðkÞ
j arrives, let SetC denote the new CGSs, i.e., SetC ¼
fCjC½k� ¼ sðkÞj ; 8i 6¼ k; C½i� 2 QueðiÞg, then

8C : C 2 SetC :: 9C0 2 ActðLAT Þ; C0e> C:

Proof. To each new CGS C, there exists a CGS sequence
SðC0; CÞ. According to the definition of CGS sequences in
Section 2.1.2, 9C0 2 SðC0; CÞ, C0½k� ¼ Gmax½k� (the old Gmax).
C0 was an active CGS. Thus, all new CGSs can grow from
the active surface. tu

This theorem ensures that keeping only the active
surface is sufficient for the growth of LAT. Furthermore,
the active surface of the continuously growing lattice
always exists, i.e., ActðLAT Þ 6¼ �.

To capture the on-going temporal evolution of the
environment, we are concerned with the active-surface-
induced CGS sequences, that is, CGS sequences that
originate from the initial CGS and currently end at active
surface CGSs. The reason is that these CGS sequences
capture all possible temporal evolutions of the environment
state. For example, in Fig. 1, all possible temporal evolutions
of the environment state are CGS sequences starting from C0

and currently ending at CGSs in fC24; C34; C44g. Formally,

Definition 4 (Evolution). Given the observed lattice LAT , all
possible temporal evolutions of the environment state currently
observed are defined as follows:

EvolðLAT Þ ¼ fSðC0; CiÞjCi 2 ActðLAT Þg

3.2 Trace of Environment State Evolution

We regard all Boolean predicates of our concern that are
defined on CGSs as an alphabet. Then, the trace of
environment state evolution is defined as the formal
language obtained by labeling active-surface-induced CGS
sequences with letters in the alphabet.

3.2.1 Labeling of CGSs

We specify CGS predicates over CGSs to delineate static
properties concerning specific snapshot of the environment.
CGS predicates consist of local predicates (defined on
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constituent local states) connected by binary logic connec-
tors ^;_, and ) (imply).

The detection of CGS predicates can be viewed as the
labeling of CGSs with letters from an alphabet � (i.e., all
predefined CGS predicates). This can be denoted by the
labeling function � 	 LAT � 2� (2� is the power set of �).
Fig. 1 is an exemplar labeling with � ¼ fa; b; cg. Each CGS
in the lattice is labeled with the CGS predicates it satisfies.
Please refer to our previous work for more details [17],
[20], [21].

3.2.2 Labeling of Active-Surface-Induced CGS

Sequences

Based on the labeling �ðCÞ for CGSs, we can further define
the labeling ��ðSðCi; CjÞÞ for CGS sequences. Informally, the
labeling of SðCi; CjÞ is the set of all words, where each letter
in the word is the labeling of a constituent CGS, i.e.,

��ðSðCi; CjÞÞ ¼ fwjw ¼ wiwiþ1 � � �wj;
8k : i � k � j :: wk 2 �ðCkÞg;

Based on the labeling for CGS sequences, we can define
the formal language LðLAT Þ, which is viewed as the trace
of environment state evolution. Specifically, we are con-
cerned with active-surface-induced CGS sequences
EvolðLAT Þ. Thus, LðLAT Þ is the set of words, where each
word belongs to the labeling of some active-surface-induced
CGS sequence. Formally,

Definition 5 (Trace). Given the observed lattice LAT , the trace
of environment state evolution is defined as

LðLAT Þ ¼
[

SðC0;CiÞ2EvolðLAT Þ

��ðSðC0; CiÞÞ:

For example, in Fig. 1, we have that LðLAT Þ ¼ fccaaaaa,
ccaaaaaa, ccaaaaba, ccaaaaaab, ccaaaababg.

The set of active-surface-induced CGS sequences as well
as their labeling is essential in modeling of the environment
state evolution. It serves as a basis for specification and
detection of dynamic properties.

4 SPECIFICATION OF DYNAMIC PROPERTIES

Informally, to specify a dynamic property is to delineate
the application’s concerns about the environment state
evolution. Based on the notion of active surface as well as
the trace LðLAT Þ, the specification of a dynamic property
is to specify a set of words that may appear in LðLAT Þ.
We employ regular expressions for the specification.
Formal syntax and semantics of the specification are
presented below, and an exemplar specification can be
found in Section 6.

4.1 Syntax and Semantics of Specification

In the specification of dynamic properties, we employ the
syntax of regular expressions [16]. Specifically, dynamic
properties � can be specified as

� ::¼ �j"jaj�þ �j� � �j��;

with � denoting the empty set, " denoting an empty word,
and a 2 �. Let Lð�Þ denote the language corresponding to

�. Detailed definition of Lð�Þ can be found in Section 3 of
the online supplementary file.

In a pervasive computing scenario, Pche observes finite
prefixes of the potentially infinite environment state
evolution. Then it checks whether the trace (i.e., the formal
language) of environment state evolution contains words
specified by the application. The application expects that
satisfaction of the specification can address its concern
about the temporal evolution of the environment state.

Formally, we can define whether the trace of environ-
ment state evolution satisfies the specification:

SðC0; CiÞ 
 � ¼¼def ��ðSðC0; CiÞÞ \ Lð�Þ 6¼ �:

Though this definition is appropriate for deterministic
evolution of synchronous environments, it is not sufficient
for asynchronous environments. Specifically, we only know
partial order (the happen-before relation) between local
states on different processes in an asynchronous environ-
ment. The checker process obtains multiple possible
environment state evolutions, but it never knows which
one is the exact evolution, due to the intrinsic uncertainty of
the asynchronous environment. This can be better ex-
plained by the lattice of CGSs. While monitoring the
environment, the checker process observes a continuously
growing lattice that contains multiple active-surface-in-
duced CGS sequences, as shown in Fig. 1. It only knows that
the environment state evolution is delineated by one of
these sequences, but never knows which one.

According to the discussions above, modal operators
Posð�Þ and Defð�Þ are necessary for the specification in
asynchronous environments [7]. Informally, Posð�Þ means
that at least one possible CGS sequence satisfies �, while
Defð�Þ means that every possible CGS sequence satisfies
�. Formally,

Definition 6. Given the observed lattice LAT and the dynamic
property �,

LAT 
 Posð�Þ ¼¼def LðLAT Þ \ Lð�Þ 6¼ �;

LAT 
 Defð�Þ ¼¼def LðLAT Þ 	 Lð�Þ:

We say that LAT satisfies Posð�Þ, iff some labeling of
some CGS sequence in EvolðLAT Þ defines a word in Lð�Þ.
We say that LAT satisfies Defð�Þ, iff every labeling of
every CGS sequence in EvolðLAT Þ defines a word in Lð�Þ.
Note that the satisfaction here is defined over active surface
CGSs, while existing work defines the satisfaction over the
maximal CGS [2], [22].

For example, let �0 ¼ ðaþ bþ cÞ�aa�bðaþ bþ cÞ�. In
Fig. 1, LðLAT Þ \ Lð�0Þ 6¼ �, LðLAT Þ 6	 Lð�0Þ. We can know
that LAT 
 Posð�0Þ and LAT 6
 Defð�0Þ.

4.2 Regular Expression and Corresponding DFA

To facilitate the detection of the specified property (as
detailed in Section 5), we further present the semantic
interpretation based on the DFA corresponding to the
specified regular expression. As we know, there always
exists a DFA which accepts a regular expression [16].
Formally, a DFA Að�Þ is a 5-tuple (�;Q; q0;QF ; �) with a
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finite alphabet �, a finite set of states Q, an initial state q0, a
set of accepting states QF , and a deterministic transition
function �. Fig. 2 illustrates a DFA Að�0Þ accepting
�0 ¼ ðaþ bþ cÞ�aa�bðaþ bþ cÞ�.

Given the DFA Að�Þ, let R�ðActðLAT ÞÞ denote the set
of reachable states in Að�Þ, i.e., states which are reached
after processing all the words in LðLAT Þ. For example,
given the DFA Að�0Þ in Fig. 2 and the lattice LAT in Fig. 1,
after injecting all words of LðLAT Þ to Að�0Þ, we have
R�0 ðActðLAT ÞÞ ¼ fq1; q2g. Notice that R�0 ðActðLAT ÞÞ \
QF 6¼ � and R�0 ðActðLAT ÞÞ 6	 QF . Thus, we equivalently
get that LAT 
 Posð�0Þ and LAT 6
 Defð�0Þ, as we do
in Section 4.1. Therefore, we can rewrite Definition 6
as follows.

Definition 7. Given the observed lattice LAT and the dynamic
property �,

LAT 
 Posð�Þ ¼¼def R�ðActðLAT ÞÞ \ QF 6¼ �;

LAT 
 Defð�Þ ¼¼def R�ðActðLAT ÞÞ 	 QF :

We compute R�ðActðLAT ÞÞ by computing reachable
states R�ðCÞ for each CGS of ActðLAT Þ [2], i.e.,

R�ðActðLAT ÞÞ ¼
[

C2ActðLAT Þ
R�ðCÞ:

Therefore, we can rewrite Definition 7 as follows.

Definition 8. Given the observed lattice LAT and the dynamic
property �,

LAT 
 Posð�Þ ¼¼def 9C 2 ActðLAT Þ;R�ðCÞ \ QF 6¼ �;

LAT 
 Defð�Þ ¼¼def 8C 2 ActðLAT Þ;R�ðCÞ 	 QF :

Thus, the detection of dynamic properties is reduced to
computing the reachable states of active surface CGSs on
the DFA corresponding to the specification. This computa-
tion is detailed in Section 5.1.3.

5 DETECTION OF THE SPECIFIED DYNAMIC

PROPERTY

In detection of the specified property, we first need to
achieve runtime maintenance of the active surface. Then, the
detection is reduced to the online recognition of specified
regular expression. We first discuss the design rationale.
Then we present the detailed design of the SurfMaint
algorithm, which achieves runtime maintenance of the active
surface, and further enables runtime detection of dynamic
properties.

5.1 Design Rationale

Detection of dynamic properties is to check whether the
trace of environment state evolution can be accepted by the
DFA corresponding to the specified property. More
importantly, we only maintain the active surface and
discard the “old” CGSs of the lattice. We first transform
the specified property to its corresponding DFA. Then the
active surface is maintained at runtime, and the reachable
states of active surface CGSs are computed at runtime based
on the discussions in Section 4.2.

5.1.1 Construction of the DFA of the Specification

To facilitate effective detection of the specified property, we
transform the regular expression to its corresponding DFA.
We employ the standard transformation algorithm from
regular expression to NFA and then to DFA [16], and
implement it in MIPA [1].

Before the transformation, we first need to revise the
specified regular expression. Specifically, runtime monitor-
ing of the environment is to find whether the specified
property occurs, i.e., to find whether any word in Lð�Þ
appears as a subsequence of some word in LðLAT Þ. We
extend the original regular expression � with prefix and
suffix ��, i.e.,

�0 ¼ �����:

Then our problem essentially boils down to recognition of
Lð�0Þ in LðLAT Þ [27]. For example, let � ¼ aa�b be the
regular expression specified over � ¼ fa; b; cg. The detec-
tion of the occurrence of “aa�b” boils down to the
recognition of �0 ¼ ðaþ bþ cÞ�aa�bðaþ bþ cÞ�. Given the
labeled lattice in Fig. 1, we can know that LðLAT Þ \
Lð�0Þ 6¼ �, i.e., LAT 
 Posð�0Þ. Thus, dynamic property
Posðaa�bÞ holds.

5.1.2 Runtime Maintenance of the Active Surface

Pche collects contextual data from nonchecker processes and
then maintains the active surface at runtime. Local states
with logical timestamps are sent to Pche. Pche combines local
states to obtain CGSs. Rather than maintaining the whole
lattice (as in our previous work [17]), we only maintain the
active surface incrementally at runtime. Specifically, when a
new local state s

ðkÞ
i from P ðkÞ arrives, the newly obtained

CGSs which contain s
ðkÞ
i are successors of current active

surface CGSs, as shown in Theorem 3. These new CGSs
replace their predecessor CGSs in the current active surface
and the active surface is updated incrementally. With the
notion of active surface, runtime evolution of the lattice can
be viewed as discarding the “old” active surface and obtain
the “new” active surface incrementally at runtime. Based on
the active surface, we can further detect whether each new
active CGS satisfies predefined CGS predicates, which
achieves the labeling of CGSs.

Runtime maintenance of the active surface can be

illustrated by the example in Fig. 1. Assume that the

current Queð1Þ ¼ fsð1Þ0 , s
ð1Þ
1 , s

ð1Þ
2 , s

ð1Þ
3 , s

ð1Þ
4 , s

ð1Þ
5 g and

Queð2Þ ¼ fsð2Þ0 , s
ð2Þ
1 , s

ð2Þ
2 , s

ð2Þ
3 g. Then, the current active surface

is fC23; C33; C43g. When local state s
ð2Þ
4 arrives, we combine

the active CGSs with s
ð2Þ
4 to obtain a set of new CGSs
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fC24; C34; C44g. fC24; C34; C44g form the latest active surface, as

indicated by the gray rectangle in Fig. 1. CGSs not in the

latest active surface are deleted, for example, the gray CGSs

in Fig. 1. Newly updated CGSs in the latest active surface

are labeled with CGS predicates they satisfy, as shown in

Fig. 1.
As we can see, maintaining active surface but not

the whole lattice is incremental, and is sufficient for the
construction of new active surfaces. Moreover, in the
following Section 5.1.3, we will show that it is also sufficient
for the computation of reachable states of CGSs in the new
active surface.

5.1.3 Computation of Reachable States on Að�0Þ
As ActðLAT Þ is updated at runtime, reachable states of the
remaining CGSs in the active surface will not change. We
only need to compute the reachable states of newly
obtained CGSs in the active surface. Then, the satisfaction
relation (Definition 8) can be checked.

Based on the DFA Að�0Þ, we compute R�0 ðCÞ inductively
[2]. First, we set the reachable states of the initial CGS C0

with {q0} (the initial state of Að�0Þ):

R�0 ðC0Þ ¼ fq0g:

When a new local state s
ðkÞ
i arrives, Pche produces a set of

new CGSs with C½k� ¼ sðkÞi . We first label these CGSs with
the CGS predicates they satisfy. For each new CGS C, we
can get a set of CGSs that precede (“� ”) C from the “old”
and “new” active surfaces, which is denoted as precðCÞ. Let
R�0

precðCÞ be the set of reachable states of Að�0Þ after
processing all words labeled on CGS sequences ending
with CGSs Cj in precðCÞ, i.e.,

R�0

precðCÞ ¼
[

Cj2precðCÞ
R�0 ðCjÞ:

Thus, by induction we have

R�0 ðCÞ ¼
[

q2R�0
precðCÞ;a2�ðCÞ

�ðq; aÞ:

In this way, the reachable states of new active surface
CGSs can be computed incrementally at runtime, as
the active surface persistently evolves. Maintaining active

surface but not the whole lattice is sufficient for the
computation of reachable states of CGSs in the new active
surface, as mentioned in Section 5.1.2.

For example, given the DFA Að�0Þ in Fig. 2 and the
lattice LAT in Fig. 1, reachable states of fC24; C34; C44g are
shown in Fig. 3, and R�0 ðActðLAT ÞÞ ¼ fq1; q2g.

5.2 Design of the SurfMaint Algorithm

The SurfMaint algorithm runs on both the nonchecker
process side and the checker process side:

. Nonchecker processes detect satisfaction of local
predicates. If there are message exchanges among
nonchecker processes, the happen-before relation
can be recorded by piggybacking the vector clock on
the messages. Otherwise, SurfMaint lets the non-
checker processes proactively send messages among
each other, to establish the happen-before relation.
Local states with vector clock timestamps are sent to
the checker process.

. On the checker process side, SurfMaint keeps listen-
ing to each nonchecker process, maintains the active
surface, and detects the specified property at runtime.
Both the maintenance of the active surface and the
detection of the specified property are incremental.

Detailed design and pseudocodes of the SurfMaint
algorithm are presented in Section 4 of the online
supplementary file.

6 CASE STUDY

In this section, we conduct a case study to demonstrate how
the PDAC framework supports specification and detection
of dynamic properties in asynchronous pervasive comput-
ing scenarios. We investigate an elderly care scenario, in
which an application is persistently aware of the elder’s
status. As shown in Fig. 4, when the elder tries to take
medicine right after dinner, the application may remind him
that the medicine should be taken on an empty stomach.

In our example, two RFID readers Reader
ð1Þ
Din and

Reader
ð2Þ
Med are deployed to detect whether the elder is in

the dining room or near the medicine box, respectively. The
elder carries a smart phone, which serves as the sink node
of the body-area network. The smart phone can, thus, detect
the elder’s activities (e.g., “eating” and “pouring water into
the glass”).
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Note that the devices do not necessarily have global clocks
or shared memory. They suffer from message delay of
wireless communications. Moreover, they may postpone the
dissemination of context data to save battery power. Thus,
the PDAC framework is used to guide the design, imple-
mentation, and deployment of the application in this
scenario. Each element of PDAC is addressed in detail below.

6.1 Modeling of the Temporal Evolution of
Environment State

Nonchecker processes P ð1Þ and P ð2Þ are deployed on
Reader

ð1Þ
Din and Reader

ð2Þ
Med, respectively, to persistently track

the location of the elder. Similarly, P ð3Þ and P ð4Þ are
deployed on the mobile phone to track the activity of the
elder (“eating” or “pouring water”). Thus, the potentially
infinite sequences of local states produced by nonchecker
processes are “s

ðkÞ
0 ; s

ðkÞ
1 ; � � �00 ð1 � k � 4Þ, where in each local

state the elder is in some location or conducting some
activity. A checker process Pche is deployed on a server at
home, which is of great computing power and abundant in
electric energy.

Nonchecker processes collect local states with logical
timestamps, and send them to Pche. Pche then maintains the
active surface at runtime.

6.2 Specification of Dynamic Properties

In our scenario, the application specifies the property “the
elder has been having meals, and then he tries to take
medicine.” To prevent this undesired activity, the applica-
tion needs to remind the elder even when it only possibly
happen. Under the PDAC framework, we first decompose
this informal and high-level property to identify local
predicates. Then we combine these local predicates and
obtain the formal property.

Specifically, according to the property, the application is
concerned about the following local predicates:

. LP ð1Þ ¼ “Reader
ð1Þ
Din detects the elder.”

. LP ð2Þ ¼ “Reader
ð2Þ
Med detects the elder.”

. LP ð3Þ ¼ “Action of the elder is eating.”

. LP ð4Þ ¼ “Action of the elder is pouring water.”

Based on these local predicates, the activity that the elder
is having dinner is delineated as “the elder is eating and its
location is the dining room.” The activity that the elder tries
to take medicine is interpreted as “the elder is near the
medicine box and is pouring water to the glass.” Thus, we
can obtain two CGS predicates, which form the alphabet �:

. a ¼ LP ð1Þ ^ LP ð3Þ.

. b ¼ LP ð2Þ ^ LP ð4Þ.
Based on these CGS predicates, the property can be

delineated by the regular expression � ¼ aa�b under the
PDAC framework. According to the discussions above,
the application is to adopt the modal operator Posð�Þ. Thus,
the formal specification to Pche is

. Posð�Þ ¼ Posðaa�bÞ.

6.3 Detection of the Specified Dynamic Property

Upon receiving new local states, Pche constructs new
CGSs, labels each CGS with the CGS predicates it satisfies,

and maintains the active surface at runtime. To ensure that
each CGS is labeled with at least one letter, we add a
special letter c ¼ :a ^ :b to the alphabet. Thus, we have
� ¼ fa; b; cg.

Upon receiving the property Posðaa�bÞ, Pche extends
� ¼ aa�b to �0 ¼ ðaþ bþ cÞ�aa�bðaþ bþ cÞ� and gets the
DFA Að�0Þ of Fig. 2. Based on Að�0Þ and the labeling of
CGSs, reachable states of each new CGS in ActðLAT Þ can
be obtained. Posð�0Þ can be detected according to Defini-
tion 8. When Posð�0Þ is true, the application will send the
elder an alarm.

7 PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS

The SurfMaint algorithm is implemented over the open-
source context-aware middleware MIPA we developed [1],
[40], and the elderly care scenario is simulated. Please
refer to Section 5 of the online supplementary file for
detailed discussions on the experiment configurations and
evaluation results.

Based on the experimental evaluation, we show that the
SurfMaint algorithm is capable of detecting the temporal
evolution of asynchronous pervasive computing environ-
ments. In particular: 1) It can tolerate a reasonable degree of
asynchrony (in terms of update interval and message delay),
and achieve accurate detection of dynamic properties; 2) It
achieves quick response and cost-effectiveness to the
temporal evolution of the environment state. Meanwhile,
it still suffers to certain extent from the issue of scalability.

8 RELATED WORK

Our proposed PDAC framework can be posed against three
areas of related work: context-aware computing, detection
of global predicates over asynchronous computations, and
traditional model checking with temporal logics.

As for context-aware computing, various schemes have
been proposed for detection of contextual properties in the
literature. However, it is implicitly assumed in the existing
work that the contexts being checked belong to the same
snapshot of time, which makes such schemes do not work
in asynchronous pervasive computing environments [8],
[20], [32], [18].

In detection of global predicates over asynchronous
computations, most researchers focus on specific classes of
predicates [6], [13], [18], [20], [2], [21], [4], [29], [34]. In our
previous work [18], [20], global predicates are detected
based on the concurrency among contextual activities.
However, they mainly focus on predicates over given
snapshot and cannot cope with the temporal evolution of
dynamic environments. Hua et al. [17] propose algorithms
for runtime construction of the lattice. They do not discuss
the active surface, the online maintenance of the active
surface, and the detection of dynamic properties.

The PDAC framework is inspired by the detection of
dynamic properties in debugging of distributed programs
[2], [11], [22]. In these work, the semantics is defined on the
CGS sequences spanning from the initial CGS to the final
CGS. This is mainly because the distributed program under
debugging will finally stop, and it can eventually arrive at a
final CGS. However, the semantics is not suitable for
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runtime persistent monitoring of the asynchronous perva-
sive computing environment. As discussed in Section 2.2,
when we persistently monitor the asynchronous environ-
ment, the lattice continuously grows and will not arrive at a
final CGS. To a currently observed lattice, we need to detect
properties over all possible CGS sequences that may grow
in the future, delineating the temporal evolution of the
environment state. We propose the notion of active surface
to characterize the environment state evolution at runtime.
Thus, the semantics should be defined over active-surface-
induced CGS sequences because all possible CGS sequences
which may grow in the future currently end with active
surface CGSs. We also propose an algorithm for runtime
maintenance of the active surface instead of maintaining the
whole lattice, which reduces a large amount of space cost.

Our approach shares many similarities with traditional
model checking with temporal logics. We use the same
formal verification framework (consisting of modeling,
specification, and detection). However, there are essential
differences [5]. Model checking mainly focuses on verifica-
tion of a given system at design time, whereas ours mainly
focuses on runtime observation of a system in operation.
We further compare regular expressions with LTL and
dynamic properties with CTL on finite trace of environment
state evolution, respectively. The expressive power of
regular expressions is larger than that of LTL [36]. A
corresponding example can be found in Section 2.2.2. The
expressive power of dynamic properties and CTL are
overlapping but not contained by each other.

A more detailed discussion on the related work is
presented in Section 6 of the online supplementary file.

9 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we study how to enable formal specification
and runtime detection of dynamic properties in asynchro-
nous pervasive computing environments. Toward this
objective, the PDAC framework is proposed, which consists
of three essential parts: 1) modeling of the temporal
evolution of the environment state; 2) specification of
dynamic properties; and 3) detection of the specified
dynamic property.

Currently, the PDAC framework only initiates discus-
sions on one potential approach to enabling specification
and detection of dynamic properties in asynchronous
pervasive computing environments. Many issues still lack
further discussions. In our future work, we need to
investigate how to further reduce the space cost for runtime
maintenance of the lattice. We also need to investigate
whether PDAC can integrate other existing property
detection algorithms. Various tools, for example, a GUI
for specification of different contextual properties, still need
to be implemented to apply the PDAC framework in real
context-aware computing scenarios. A more comprehensive
and realistic experimental evaluation is also necessary.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In our paper “Formal Specification and Runtime De-
tection of Dynamic Properties in Asynchronous Perva-
sive Computing Environments”, we propose the Prop-
erty Detection for Asynchronous Context (PDAC)
framework to support formal specification and run-
time detection of dynamic properties in asynchronous
pervasive computing environments. Three essential
parts of the framework are discussed: modeling of the
temporal evolution of environment state, specification
of dynamic properties, and detection of the specified
dynamic property by the proposed SurfMaint algorith-
m.

In this supplementary file, we further provide more
details about how we address these three essential
parts. Specifically, Section 2 gives the definition of
the happen-before relation and logical vector clock.
Section 3 gives the definition of the languages cor-
responding to regular expressions. Section 4 and 5
provide the detailed design and performance mea-
surements of the SurfMaint algorithm, respectively.
Section 6 provides additional discussions on the re-
lated work.

Please note that, unless explicitly stated, all refer-
ences to sections, formulas, figures, tables, algorithms,
and references are referring to entities in this supple-
mentary file.
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2 DEFINITION OF THE HAPPEN-BEFORE
RELATION AND LOGICAL VECTOR CLOCK
We re-interpret the notion of time based on Lamport’s
definition of the happen-before relation (denoted by
‘→’) resulting from message causality [19], as well
as the coding of this happen-before relation by the
logical vector clock [21].

Specifically, while monitoring specific regions
or aspects of the environment, each non-checker
process P (k) generates its (potentially infinite)
trace of local states connected by contextual events:
“e(k)0 , s

(k)
0 , e

(k)
1 , s

(k)
1 , e

(k)
2 , s

(k)
2 , · · · ”. Contextual events

may be local, e.g. update of context data, or global,
e.g. sending/receiving messages. For two contextual
events e1 and e2, we have e1 → e2 iff:

• Events e1 and e2 are on the trace of the same non-
checker process and e1 is generated before e2, or

• Events e1 and e2 are on traces of different non-
checker processes, and e1 and e2 are the cor-
responding sending and receiving of the same
message respectively, or

• There exists some e3 such that e1 → e3 → e2.
For two local states s1 and s2, s1 → s2 iff the ending
of s1 happen-before (or coincides with) the beginning
of s2 (note that the beginning and ending of a local
state are both contextual events).

We use the logical vector clock [21] to depict the
happen-before relation among local states. Specifical-
ly, each P (j) keeps its vector clock timestamp V C(j):

• V C(j)[i](i �= j) is the ID of the latest event from
P (i) (the ID of event e(j)k is k), which has a causal
relation to P (j);

• V C(j)[j] is the ID of the next event P (j) will
produce.

3 DEFINITION OF THE LANGUAGES CORRE-
SPONDING TO REGULAR EXPRESSIONS
In the specification of dynamic properties, we employ
the syntax of regular expressions [13], [4]. Specifically,
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dynamic properties Φ can be specified as:

Φ ::= ∅|ε|a|Φ+ Φ|Φ · Φ|Φ∗,

with ∅ denoting the empty set, ε denoting an empty
word, and a ∈ Σ.

Let L(Φ) denote the language correspond-
ing to Φ, which is defined as follows:
L(∅) = ∅, L(ε) = {ε}
L(a) = {a} (for each a ∈ Σ)
L(Φ1 +Φ2) = L(Φ1) ∪ L(Φ2) (union)
L(Φ1 · Φ2) = L(Φ1)L(Φ2) (composition)
L(Φ∗) =

⋃
i∈N

L(Φ)i (iteration)
Here, Φ∗ denotes the Kleene-star [13] or iterator which
is recursively interpreted as follows:
L(Φ)0 = {ε}
L(Φ)i+1 = {uv|u ∈ L(Φ), v ∈ L(Φ)i} (i ∈ N)

4 DETAILED DESIGN OF THE SURFMAINT
ALGORITHM

In this section, we present the design of the SurfMaint
algorithm on both non-checker and checker process
sides. Unlike traditional distributed systems in which
processes communicate with each other via messages,
different processes in the pervasive system may be
independent and may not (need to) communicate
with each other. In our PDAC framework, we discuss
both cases where the processes in the pervasive sys-
tem may or may not communicate with each other.
Specifically, if there are message exchanges among
the processes involved in the detection of contextual
predicates, the happen-before relation can be inferred
by piggybacking the vector clock on the messages,
as in traditional distributed systems. If there are no
message exchanges among the processes, in order to
infer the temporal relation among contextual events
on different processes, the processes may need to
proactively send messages (control messages) among
each other to establish the happen-before relation. The
operation of SurfMaint involves three different types
of messages:

• Application message. Messages among non-checker
processes generated by other applications are
called application messages.

• Control message. Non-checker processes send con-
trol messages among each other to establish the
happen-before relation required for coping with
the asynchrony by logical time, if there are no
application messages.

• Checking message. The checker process collects lo-
cal states in checking messages from non-checker
processes, maintains the active surface, and de-
tects the specified dynamic property.

4.1 SurfMaint on the Non-checker Process Side
Each P (k) is in charge of collecting contextual local
states and checking local predicates. P (k) also main-
tains a vector clock V C(k). When local predicate turns

Algorithm 1: SurfMaint on P (k)

1 Upon LP (k) becomes true
2 send control message(V C(k)) to each P (j)(j �= k);
3 V C(k)[k]++;
4 Upon LP (k) becomes false
5 V C(k)[k]++;
6 Upon Receiving message(V C(j)) from P (j)

7 for i = 1 to n do
8 V C(k)[i] = max{V C(k)[i], V C(j)[i]};

9 V C(k)[k]++;
10 Upon Sending an application message to P (j)

11 piggyback V C(k) on the application message;
12 V C(k)[k]++;
13 Upon P (k) proceeds to a new local state s

(k)
i

14 send checking message(s(k)i ) to Pche;

Algorithm 2: SurfMaint on Pche

1 Upon Initialization
2 get property ϕ = Pos(Φ) or Def(Φ);
3 extend Φ into Φ′; transform Φ′ into DFA A(Φ′);
4 add C0 to Act(LAT ); Cmax = Gmax = C0;
5 Upon Receiving checking-msg(s(k)i )
6 grow new(Act(LAT ), s

(k)
i ); /* Algorithm 3 */

7 check(Act(LAT ),A(Φ′)); /* Algorithm 4 */
8 prune old(Act(LAT )); /* Algorithm 5 */

true, P (k) sends a control message to other processes,
to establish the happen-before relation between local
activities on different processes despite of the asyn-
chrony. When local predicate turns false, P (k) updates
V C(k)[k]. When P (k) sends an application message to
other processes, it piggybacks the current vector clock
V C(k) on the message. When P (k) receives a message
(application message or control message) from other
processes, it updates the vector clock V C(k). When-
ever P (k) proceeds to a new local state, it sends a
checking message to Pche. Pseudo codes of SurfMaint
on P (k) are listed in Algorithm 1.

4.2 SurfMaint on the Checker Process Side

Pche keeps listening to each P (k), maintains the active
surface, and detects the specified property at runtime.
Both the maintenance of the active surface and the
detection of the specified property are incremental,
i.e., when new CGSs are constructed, Pche checks
whether these new CGSs make the specified property
true. The entire lattice is never constructed. Pseudo
codes of SurfMaint on Pche are listed in Algorithm 2.

During the initialization, we first get the property
Pos(Φ) or Def(Φ), extend Φ to Φ′, and obtain the
DFA A(Φ′). When a new local state s

(k)
i arrives, we

maintain the active surface and check the specified
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Algorithm 3: grow new(Act(LAT ), s
(k)
i )

1 add s
(k)
i to Que(k); update Gmax;

2 combine Cmax and s
(k)
i to get a global state G;

3 if G is CGS then
4 connect Cmax to G; grow(G);
5 Act(LAT ) = {C|C ∈ LAT, ∃k, C[k] = Gmax[k]};

subroutine grow(C)
1 prec(C) = {C′|∀i, C′[i] ∈ Que(i), C′ is CGS, C′ ≺ C};
2 sub(C) = {C′|∀i, C′[i] ∈ Que(i), C′ is CGS, C ≺ C′};
3 if sub(C) = ∅ then Cmax = C;
4 foreach C′ in prec(C) do
5 if C′ �∈ LAT then
6 connect C′ to C; grow(C′);

7 foreach C′ in sub(C) do
8 if C′ �∈ LAT then
9 connect C to C′; grow(C′);

property. The maintenance of active surface consists of
adding new active CGSs and discarding old inactive
CGSs. Pseudo codes of adding new active CGSs,
checking the specified property, and discarding old
CGSs are listed in Algorithm 3, 4, and 5, respectively.

• Grow new active CGSs. When adding new CGSs,
we combine s

(k)
i with Cmax to obtain a global state

G, as shown in line 2 of Algorithm 3. The lattice
can grow, iff G is CGS (Please refer to the proof
of Theorem 4.1 in [29].). The growing of new
active CGSs is achieved by recursively adding
their predecessors and successors, as shown in
the subroutine grow(C). Theorem 3 in the main
file ensures that the active surface is sufficient
for the growth of new CGSs. During the growing
process, Cmax is also updated in line 3 of the sub-
routine. The new active surface is then defined in
line 5 of Algorithm 3.

• Check the specified property. After the grow-
ing of new CGSs, the reachable states of
new CGSs are computed in the subroutine
compute reachable states(C) of Algorithm 4. The
computation of reachable states is achieved by
recursively computing reachable states of all the
predecessors of a CGS. During the process, each
new CGS is labeled with the CGS predicates it
satisfies in line 1 of the subroutine. Then, referred
to Definition 8 in the main file, the specified
dynamic property is detected according to the
relation between the reachable states of the active
surface CGSs and the accepting states of the DFA
A(Φ′), as shown in line 2-10 of Algorithm 4.

• Prune old inactive CGSs. After checking the spec-
ified property, inactive CGSs are discarded, as
shown in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 4: check(Act(LAT ),A(Φ′))

1 compute reachable states(Cmax);
2 Boolean flag = true;
3 Setaccept = A(Φ′).getAcceptingStates();
4 foreach C in Act(LAT ) do
5 Setreach = C.getReachableStates();
6 if Setreach ∩ Setaccept �= ∅ then
7 Pos(Φ′) is true; /* Pos(Φ′) return */

8 if Setreach �⊆ Setaccept then
9 flag = false; /* Def(Φ′) break */

10 if flag = true then Def(Φ′) is true;

subroutine compute reachable states(C)
1 label CGS predicates(C);
2 prec(C) = {C′|C′ ∈ LAT, C′ ≺ C};
3 foreach CGS C′ in prec(C) do
4 if C′.getReachableStates() = ∅ then
5 compute reachable states(C′);

6 RΦ′
prec(C) =

⋃
C′∈prec(C) RΦ′

(C′);
7 foreach state q in RΦ′

prec(C) do
8 foreach letter a in C.getLabeling() do
9 if δ(q, a) �∈ C.getReachableStates() then

10 C.addReachableState(δ(q, a));

Algorithm 5: prune old(Act(LAT ))

1 foreach CGS C in LAT do
2 Boolean flag = false;
3 for i = 1 to n do
4 if C[i] = Gmax[i] then
5 flag = true; /* C is active CGS */
6 break;

7 if flag = false then
8 delete C; /* inactive CGSs are deleted */

4.3 Complexity Analysis

First, we discuss the construction of the DFA. Given
a regular expression Φ, we can get the corresponding
NFA in O(m), where m is the length of Φ. The con-
version from NFA to DFA is in O(m32m). However,
in practice, it is common to take O(m3s) as a bound,
where s is the number of states the DFA contains [13].
Moreover, we find that the number of states of the
DFA corresponding to extended regular expression Φ′

(Φ′ = Σ∗ΦΣ∗) is never greater than that of the NFA
corresponding to Φ (see Section 2.4.3 in [13]). Thus,
the conversion from NFA to DFA is in O(m4). Thus,
the complexity of line 3 of Algorithm 2 is O(m4).
Specifically, in pervasive computing scenarios, m is
usually on a small scale.

Second, we discuss the runtime maintenance of the
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active surface. Regarding the space for a single CGS
as one unit, the worst-case space cost of active surface
is O(npn−1), where p is the upper bound of number
of local states of each non-checker process, and n is
the number of non-checker processes. However, the
worst-case space cost of lattice is O(pn). Due to the
incremental nature of Algorithm 3 and 5, the worst-
case space cost of the new part of active surface in
each time of growing is O(pn−1) and the released
space of the old part in each time of pruning is
O(pn−1). Furthermore, in most pervasive computing
scenarios, the space cost of maintaining active surface
is usually much less than that of preserving the whole
lattice (see more discussions in Section 5).

Finally, we discuss the detection of the specified
property. In Algorithm 4, the time cost of computing
reachable states for each CGS is O(mn). In each time
of growing, only the new added CGSs of the active
surface have to be computed. Thus, the worst-case
time cost of Algorithm 4 is O(mnpn−1).

5 PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS

In this section, we conduct experiments to obtain
quantitative performance measurements for the Surf-
Maint algorithm. We first describe the implementa-
tion. Then we describe the experiment setup. Finally
we discuss the evaluation results.

5.1 Implementation

The detection of dynamic properties assumes the
availability of an underlying context-aware middle-
ware [20], [28]. We have implemented the middleware
based on one of our research projects - Middleware
Infrastructure for Predicate detection in Asynchronous
environments (MIPA) [1], [30]. The system architecture
of MIPA is shown in Fig. 1.

From MIPA’s point of view, the application achieves
context-awareness by specifying dynamic properties
of its interest to MIPA. Checker processes are imple-
mented as third-party services, plugged into MIPA.
Non-checker processes are deployed (on ECA in Fig.
1) to manipulate context collecting devices, monitor
different regions of the environment, and disseminate
context data to MIPA.
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Fig. 1. System architecture of MIPA
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Fig. 2. Asynchrony vs. probability of detection

5.2 Experiment Setup
We simulate the scenario discussed in our case study
in the main file. Specifically, sensors collect context da-
ta every 1 min. Duration of local contextual activities
on non-checker processes follows the Poisson process.
The average duration of contextual activities is 25
mins and the interval between contextual activities is
5 mins1. Lifetime of the experiment is up to 150 hours.

In the experiments, we study the impact of asyn-
chrony of environments on the Probability of Detection
of the specified property Probdet, the Response Time of
property detection Costt, and the Space Cost of prop-
erty detection Costs. Probdet is calculated as the ratio
of NSurfMaint

Nphysical
. Here, NSurfMaint denotes the num-

ber of times SurfMaint detects the specified dynamic
property. Nphysical denotes the number of times such
property holds in the physical world. Costt denotes
the time from the instant when Pche is triggered to
the instant when the detection finishes. Costs denotes
the average size of the active surface when SurfMaint
detects the specified dynamic property.

To study the impact of asynchrony on SurfMaint,
we tune the interval between the sensors update data
to non-checker processes (denoted as update interval)
and the average message delay between non-checker
processes. We also tune the number of non-checker
processes to investigate the performance of SurfMaint.

5.3 Effects of Tuning the Asynchrony
In this experiment, we study how the message delay
and update interval affect the performance of Surf-
Maint. We tune the average message delay from 0 s
to 60 s, and the update interval from 1 min to 30 mins.

As shown in Fig. 2, the message delay and update
interval both result in monotonic decrease in Probdet,
mainly due to the increasing uncertainty caused by
the asynchrony. When encountered with reasonable
asynchrony (average message delay less than 20 s
and update interval less than 10 mins), Probdet re-
mains high (around 90%). To a fixed update interval,

1. We increase the frequency of occurrence of contextual activi-
ties, in order to collect sufficient amount of experiment data.
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when we tune the average message delay (0 s to 60
s), Probdet decreases about 35%. To a fixed average
message delay, when we tune the update interval (1
min to 30 mins), Probdet decreases about 55%. The
impact of message delay is comparatively less than
that of the update interval. It is mainly because that
the message delay is usually in a small scale, while
the update interval may be increased to a quite large
value (usually to save energy of the battery-powered
context collecting devices).

As shown in Fig. 3 and 4, the message delay and
update interval both result in monotonic slow increase
in Costt and Costs. The increases of both Costt and
Costs are mainly due to that the detection faces more
CGSs caused by the increasing uncertainty of asyn-
chrony. When we tune the average message delay (0
s to 60 s) and update interval (1 min to 30 mins), Costt
increases monotonously about 10 ms and remains
within 12 ms, and Costs increases monotonously
about 200 and remains within 350, whereas the size of
the whole lattice is around 250,000. Costs is much less
than the space cost of maintaining the whole lattice.
This is in accordance with our analysis in Section 4.3.

5.4 Effects of Tuning the Number of Non-checker
Processes
In this experiment, we study how the number of
non-checker processes affects the performance of Surf-
Maint. We fix the average message delay to 0.5 s and

TABLE 1
Tuning the number of non-checker processes

Non-checker
process number

Probdet
(%)

Costt
(ms)

Costs Size of
lattice

2 100 0.81 3 84
3 100 1.11 22 829
4 89 6.07 157 6899
5 82 291.62 2448 165945
6 76 16430.73 47119 3291014
7 60 46242.41 104417 7435693

update interval to 5 mins. We tune the number of non-
checker processes from 2 to 7. The lifetime is 5 hours.

As shown in Table 1, Probdet decreases as the num-
ber of non-checker processes increases, mainly due
to the increasing asynchrony caused by the increase
of the number of non-checker processes. Costt and
Costs both greatly increase as the number of non-
checker processes increases, which is in accordance
with the analysis in Section 4.3. Costs is much less
than the space cost of the whole lattice. SurfMaint
reduces a large amount of space cost by runtime and
incremental maintenance of the active surface.

6 ADDITIONAL DISCUSSIONS ON THE RE-
LATED WORK

Our proposed PDAC framework can be posed against
three areas of related work: context-aware comput-
ing, detection of global predicates over asynchronous
computations, and traditional model checking with
temporal logics.

As for context-aware computing, in [27], properties
were modeled by tuples, and property detection was
based on comparison among elements in the tuples.
In [28], contextual properties were expressed in first-
order-logic, and an incremental property detection
algorithm was proposed.

In detection of global predicates over asynchronous
computations, Cooper et al. [8] investigated the detec-
tion of general predicates, which brought combinato-
rial explosion of the state space. Most researchers fo-
cus on specific classes of predicates: snapshot predicates
and behavior predicates. Snapshot predicates include
the stable predicates [6], the linear predicates [7], the
conjunctive predicates [11], [12], [14], [15], the rela-
tional predicates [26], etc. Behavior predicates include
regular expression predicates [2], [9], [18] (includ-
ing the linked predicates [22], the simple sequence
predicates [17], [16], the interval-constrained sequence
predicates [3], etc.) and temporal logic predicates [10],
[23], [24].

Our approach shares many similarities with tradi-
tional model checking with temporal logics. We use
the same formal verification framework (consisting
of modeling, specification, and detection). Specifically,
a formal model is used to capture how the system
operates. User’s concerns are expressed in formal lan-
guages. The verification is conducted automatically
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by carefully-designed checking algorithms. However,
there are essential differences [5]. Model checking
mainly focuses on verification of a given system at
design time, whereas ours mainly focuses on run-
time observation of a system in operation for further
runtime adaptations of context-aware applications.
Accordingly, in model checking, a precise description
of the system is mandatory before actually running
the system. In contrast, as an external observer of an
already-running system, our approach is applicable
to “black box” systems for which no system model is
at hand. Model checking deals with infinite traces of
all possible executions, whereas our approach deals
with observed finite prefixes of potentially infinite
traces of one concrete execution. Consequently, the
cost of our approach is fairly smaller than that of
model checking, which suffers from the so-called state
explosion problem.

Interpreting a regular expression over a single CGS
sequence corresponds to model checking with LTL.
Interpreting a dynamic property over the active-
surface-induced CGS sequences corresponds to model
checking with CTL. We compare regular expressions
with LTL and dynamic properties with CTL on finite
trace of environment state evolution, respectively. It
has been proved that LTL and star-free regular ex-
pressions have the same expressive power [25]. Thus,
the expressive power of regular expressions is larger
than that of LTL. The universal and existential quan-
tifications can be nested in CTL formulae, while our
dynamic properties can have only one modal operator
Pos or Def in front. Thus, the expressive power of
dynamic properties and CTL are overlapping but not
contained by each other.
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